Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of operator polynomials are obtained for an m-tuple 7" = (Tx,...,Tm) of commuting bounded linear operators on a separable Hubert space JÉ" to extend to an m-tuple S = (Sx,.. .,Sm) of operators on some Hubert space X, where each S, is realized as a * -representation of the adjoint of a multiplication operator on the tensor product of a special type of functional Hubert spaces. Also, necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of operator polynomials are obtained for T to have a commuting normal extension.
0. Introduction. In this paper, some results in [1 and 2] for a single bounded linear operator T on a separable Hilbert space 34" are generalized to m commuting operators on 34?. In [1] , Agler introduces a special class of functional Hilbert spaces M and describes conditions under which an operator T on 34? extends to M*(oc), where M denotes the multiplication operator on M, and M*(oo) denotes the countable direct sum of M* with itself. Special cases of spaces Ji', of which the classical Hardy space is the prototype, are considered in [1, 2] . The relevant conditions for the kind of extension of T referred to above are expressed in terms of the positivity of certain operator polynomials involving T and T*. These conditions are closely related to the reproducing kernel associated with the space Ji'. In [2], necessary and sufficient conditions are also given for a contraction T to be subnormal. These conditions are really the requirement that a certain sequence of polynomials in T and T* be positive. It is natural to seek generalizations of these results to m commuting operators Tx,...,Tm on 347. An appropriate model for this generalization is obtained by constructing a finite tensor product of spaces Ji and exploiting the well-known fact that the reproducing kernel of such a tensor product is the product of the reproducing kernels of the individual spaces. Suitable modifications of the reproducing kernels which render them holomorphic on the unit polydisc can be used to describe analogous extension results for T = (7\,..., Tm). The question of T having a commuting normal extension N = (Nx,..., Nm) turns out to have a direct link with the multi-dimensional Hausdorff Moment Problem from the theory of probability. §1 fixes some notation and introduces the idea of a positive definite matrix of functions defined on the cartesian product of two unit polydiscs. §2 develops the necessary theory of holomorphic kernels in the setting of the tensor product of a finite number of functional Hilbert spaces and derives general results pertaining to extensions of T. §3 presents applications of these results to several concrete examples. §4 deals with the existence of a commuting normal extension for T and concludes with some general discussion.
1. Preliminaries. The set of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 34" will be denoted by 38Í34?); 34"w will denote the direct sum of 34? with itself n times. An w-tuple ibx,..., bm) of commuting elements in a C*-algebra will be denoted by b, while b* will stand for (ftf,..., b*). Similarly, any w-tuple (z1,..., zm) of complex numbers will be abbreviated to z, with z* having the obvious meaning. For any w-tuple isx,..., sm) of nonnegative integers, ¿V will denote b^b^2 ■ ■ • b%p, while zs will stand for z[lzs22 ■ • ■ zs™. For any subset A of the complex plane C, A* and Am will respectively mean {z e C:z* e A) and the cartesian product of A with itself m times. For any open set G in Cm, HiG) will be the set of holomorphic functions on G and L2iG, ju) will be the square integrable functions with respect to measure jtt on G. In general, various abbreviations used in the paper will be clear from the context in which they appear. All the Hilbert spaces occurring below are separable. The arguments here parallel those in [1, 2] ,
We begin by introducing a functional calculus for (Z>, b*), where for 1 < i < m, the spectrum a(b¡) of b¡ is contained in some open disc G, in C, with center at z, = 0. If fe HHGX X • • • xGm)2), define « /<*•*•)-(¿if"/,. -44 ■■■fyjMU.-»*S1
where y, is any finite system of Jordan arcs surrounding a(/>,-) and lying in G,. We note in particular the following two consequences of the above definition. h¡ is an eigenfunction corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalue t" using (7) the functions fu are seen to be holomorphic on (rD)m. That the series in (6) converges uniformly on compact subsets of (rD)m X (rD)m follows by noting that if Kx X ■ ■ ■ xK2m is any compact subset of (rD)m X (rD)m, then for any fe H((rD)m X (rD)m), and any point z0 of Kx X ■■■ xK2m, (ii) For any positive integer n and n2 polynomials ptj in 2m complex variables, (ii) (nr=i(l -z,wtY')iT, T*) > 0 for all Pi such that 0 < p¡ < k¡.
Proof. The proof that (i) implies (ii) is similar to the proof that (ii) impides (i) in Theorem 2.6. We now prove (ii) implies (i). Suppose (ii) Tx,...,Tm are m commuting contractions such that T= (Tx,...,Tm) has a regular unitary dilation [13] . (i) 11PI| < 1 and T is subnormal.
(ii) (1 -zw)"(T, T*) > 0 for all n > 1.
(In this connection, the statement on p. 212 in [2] of a result of Sz.-Nagy needs to be corrected.)
In view of our work in the previous sections and the above result, it is natural to look for conditions for T = (Tx,..., Tm) to have a commuting normal extension, that is, for m commuting normal operators Nx,...,Nm to exist so that T extends to N = iNx,..., Nm). In what follows, we may assume without any loss of generality that for each i, \\TiX\ = \\N¡\\. The following theorem is a consequence of the solution of the Hausdorff Moment Problem in several dimensions. (iii) \p is * -dilatable on N.
(iv) Multi-dimensional Halmos-Bram conditions [7] hold. (v) Multi-dimensional Embry conditions [8] hold. (vi) For any u e 347, the function <pu: Nm -* R defined by <p"(p) = HS^zzH2^., where S, = aTj (a ¥= 0) are so chosen that ||aT)|| < 1 (1 < i < m), is completely monotone.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (vi) can be deduced from the proof of Theorem 4.1. That (ii) implies (iii) can be proved by specializing a result of F. H. Szafraniec [11] to the semigroup N and then applying a result of Sz.-Nagy [12] . The rest of the implications are either easy to prove or well known. D We remark that in the one-dimensional case, a parallel version of the above results with the semigroup Ñ replaced by the additive group of complex numbers and the map \p replaced by the map -q(s) = e~"*T*esT (s e C), can be found in [5] . We see 
